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V Isa. xxxix.1 is scarcely a case in point. The H. V. renders, not as a plu,

perfect, had heard, but limply as a fresh circumstance suggested to the mind. o

the prophet, and. rightly inti.uced at this point by the help of vav consecutive

with the imperfect - "br he that he had. been sick." Nevertheless, the

actual report of Hez.kiah's sickness must have been prior to the. sending ofth.

Babylonian embaseage; and since the pluperfect sense is. found. In. the parallel

passage in 2 rings xi.12, the suggestion made by Delitzsch and others is probably

to: be accepted. as correct that is a copyist's error or "for

he had heart.t1 Cf. 1 San,. 11.21, where we have a similar confounding of the two

letters 3 and. ) . m. acepted r.adtng,T1) yields no intelligible sense,

and must be corrected into- Y) with the I. Emended in this way, Ila. ui3.x.l

is not to be regarded as a case of vav consecutive at all. . .

And. yet on other grounds it is of the highest possible interest to the !-er.w

studen. It rs broached the question how far the imperfect with strong va6v can convey

the meaning of a Pluperfect Then is, of course, no doubt that the formula may

danot. the continuation Of a Pluperfect, as Gen. xxvj.Th, xxxj.3L1., xjz.13, etc.

But can it introduce it? Can it, instead of coiducting us forward to a

act or detail, lead. us back to o t;hich is chronologically anterior Driver, in

his exhaustive note, has JZov.1' all the passages, a concluded, like Bttcher, in

the negative - -quoting Dr. Pussyin the "Minor Prophets," who remarks o"i Jonah iv-5,

"Some render, contrary to grammar, land Jonah had gone.'" Strange to say, the Jewish

grammarians were unanimously in favour of this construction; and the ..V.. in follow

ing their example, has inserted the rea4in "hat" ins great variety of passages

But in the R. V.ev.ry instance has been corricted. o emented,witi the exc.ptionof

Ei1 iugsxiii.12 Isa. LL,ri11.ˆ1,22, Zech Nih, 11.9; and eVt'i thase in

stances the sti1ant will, experience little difficulty n finding another and. equally
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